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Abstract. 

We consider the V' cp interface model with weak self potential 
(one-body potential) under general Dirichlet boundary conditions on 
a large bounded domain and establish the large deviation principle 
for the macroscopically scaled interface height variables. As its ap
plication the law of large numbers is proved and the limit profile is 
characterized by a variational problem which was studied by Alt
Caffarelli [1], Alt-Caffarelli-Friedman [2] and others. The minimizers 
generate free boundaries inside the domain. We also discuss the V' cp 
interface model with 6-pinning potential in one dimension. 

§1. Introduction 

Interfaces and variational problems. 

It is one of the quite general and fundamental principles in physics 
that physically realizable phenomena may be characterized by varia
tional problems. Such principle is expected to hold in the problem 
related to the phase coexistence and separation as well. Indeed, un
der the situation that two distinct pure phases like crystal/vapor co
exist in space, hypersurfaces called interfaces are formed and separate 
these distinct phases at macroscopic level. The shape of the interface in 
equilibrium is assumed to minimize the anisotropic total surface energy. 
The corresponding solutions may be obtained by the so-called Wulff con
struction (see [5], [8] and references therein). The underlying variational 
problems change depending on the physical situations of interest. 

In statistical mechanics, to derive the shape of the macroscopic inter
face, one need to determine its total surface energy based on statistical 
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ensembles at microscopic level, which are formulated as Gibbs measures. 
This procedure can be accomplished by analyzing a proper scaling limit 
in the ensembles, which connects microscopic and macroscopic levels. 

V <p interface model. 

The basic microscopic model we study in this article is the 'V <p in
terface model, which is a continuous analogue of SOS type model. In 
this model, the interface is already considered as a microscopic object 
and described by height variables ¢ = { ¢( x)}, the vertical distance of 
the surface measured from the points x on a fixed reference hyperplane 
located in the space (see [18], [19] for example). Assuming interfaces 
are formed in d + 1 dimensional space, the variables ¢ are defined on a 
large bounded domain D N in the d-dimensional square lattice zd. Here 
DN corresponds to the reference hyperplane which is discretized and 
N E Z+ is the scaling parameter representing the ratio of the macro
scopically typical length to the microscopic one. 

Given strictly convex symmetric nearest neighbor interactions V : 
!R ---+ !R and boundary conditions '1/J = {'1/J(x) E !R; x E a+ DN }, an 
interface energy Ht ( ¢) at microscopic level called Hamiltonian is as
signed to each interface height variable ¢ = { ¢( x) E IR; x E D N} on D N 

as a sum of V(¢(x)- ¢(y)) taken over all pairs of neighboring sites x 
and y in the domain D N. Here D N = D N u a+ D N is the closure of 
DN, a+ DN = {x tj. DN; ix- Yi = 1 for some y E DN} is the outer 
boundary of DN and ¢(x) = '1/J(x) for x E a+ DN in the sum; note 
that X tJ. DN means X E zd \ DN. We shall take DN = ND n zd for 
a fixed bounded domain D in !Rd having piecewise Lipschitz boundary 
aD, where ND = {NO E JRd; (;} E D}; Dis the macroscopic reference 
hyperplane while D N is its microscopic correspondence. 

Weak self potentials. 

We further assume the space is filled by a media changing in the 
distances from DN. Such situation can be realized by adding self po
tentials (one-body potentials) U: D x lR -+IR to the Hamiltonian which 
has therefore the following form: 

(1.1) Ht'u(¢)= L V(¢(x)-¢(y))+ L U(~,¢(x)). 
x,yEDN,Ix-yi=l xEDN 

The first sum here is over all pairs of neighboring sites. Then the statis
tical ensemble for the height variables ¢ is defined by the finite volume 
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Gibbs measure on DN 

(1.2) 
1 

JL'f.;u (dqy) = z.P,U exp{ -H'fv'u (qy)} II dqy(x), 
N xEDN 

where zt,U is a normalization factor; note that JL'f.lu E P(JRDN), the 
family of all probability measures on JRDN. We shall sometimes regard 
JL'f.;u E P(JRDN) by considering qy(x) = '¢(x) for x E a+ DN under JL'f.;u. 
We consider the case that U is represented as U(O, r) = Q(O)W(r), where 
the function Q : D ---> [0, oo) is bounded and the basic assumption on W : 
lR ---> lR is that the limits a = limr-++oo W(r) and (3 = limr->-oo W(r) 
exist, and the values of W are always between a and (3; see the conditions 
(Q1), (W1) and (W2) in Section 2. The self potential U is called weak 
since it is bounded. A typical example of W we have in mind throughout 
this paper is a function of the form 

(1.3) W(r) = f31{r<O} + a1{r;:::o}, r E R 

This potential describes the situation that the space is filled by two dif
ferent media above and below the hyperplane DN. If (3 <a, the negative 
values are more favorable than the positive ones for the interface height 
variables qy under the Gibbs measures. In other words the interface is 
weakly attracted to the negative side, namely by the media below the 
hyperplane D N. 

Scaling limit and large deviations. 

The aim of the present paper is to study the macroscopic behav
ior of the microscopic height variables qy under the Gibbs measures 
JL'f.lu as N ---> oo. The scaling connecting microscopic and macro.:. 
scopic levels is introduced by associating the macroscopic height vari
ables hN = {hN(O);O ED} with qy as step functions (or their polilinear 
approximations (2.1)) on D, which satisfy 

hN (xjN) = N- 1qy(x), x E DN. 

Note that both x~ and ¢-axis are rescaled by the same factor 1/N, since 
the interface is located in the d + 1 dimensional space. The boundary 
conditions '¢ should be simultaneously scaled to have macroscopic limits 
g(8), () E aD, see the conditions ('¢1), ('¢2) in Section 2. We shall 
prove that the law of large numbers holds for hN distributed under JL'f.lu 
as N ---> oo and the limit h = {h(8); () E D} is characterized as the 
minimizer of the macroscopic total surface energy 

(1.4) L a("\lh(O)) d()- A L Q(8)1(h(8) :::=; O)d() 
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in the class of h having boundary condition g if the minimizer is unique, 
see Corollary 2.1. Here u = u(u) E lR is the so-called surface tension 
of the (macroscopic) surface with tilt u E JRd (see (2.3) or [18)) and we 
assume A = a- (3 2:: 0. When A < 0, the formula (1.4) should be 
slightly modified. 

We shall actually establish the large deviation principle (LDP) for 
hN under p,'tiu, see Theorem 2.1. As its application, one can prove 
the law of large numbers. The variational problem characterizing the 
limit generates free boundaries inside D. Such variational problem was 
thoroughly studi(:Jd by Alt and Caffarelli [1] for non-negative macroscopic 
boundary data g with A> 0 and by Alt, Caffarelli and Friedman [2] for 
general g especially when u is quadratic: u(u) = lul 2 , and by Weiss [26] 
for more general u. 

Bibliographical notes. 

Our results are related to those obtained by Pfister and Velenik [24]. 
They considered the two dimensional Ising model at low temperature on 
a large box with attractive wall set at the bottom line. This line segment 
corresponds to our hyperplane D N, although it has an effect of hard wall 
at the same time, since the interfaces separating ±-phases can not go 
down beyond the bottom line in their setting. One of the motivations 
of [24] was to understand the so-called wetting or pinning/depinning 
transition. 

The problem of the wetting transition is recently discussed for the 
'\lr.p interface model as well by several authors. We shortly summarize 
the known results. The potential 

(1.5) U(O,r) = U(r) = -b1{[r[~a}' r E lR 

with a, b > 0 is called of square well type and yields a weak pinning 
effect to the interface near DN, i.e. the level ¢(x) = 0. The limit as 
a ! 0 keeping s = 2a(eb- 1) constant is called 8-pinning. Dunlop et 
al. [16] first proved the localization of the ¢-field, namely the uniform 
boundedness inN of the expected height variables EP.';.;u [l¢(x)l] under 
the Gibbs measures p,~u with 0-boundary conditions or the existence 
of infinite volume limit of p,~u as N---+ oo, if the Hamiltonian contains 
arbitrarily weak pinning potentials U when d = 2 for quadratic V. This 
should be compared with the case without pinning (i.e. U = 0) in which 
the localization occurs only when d 2:: 3 and also compared with the case 
of strong pinning (or massive) potentials satisfying lim[r[->= U(r) = +oo 
for which the localization occurs for all dimensions. The result of [16] 
is extended for general convex potential V by Deuschel and Velenik [15] 
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later. In addition to the localization, the mass generation, namely the 
exponential decay of the correlations of the ¢-field is shown by Ioffe 
and Velenik [20] ford= 2 with 8-pinning. Further precise estimates on 
the asymptotic behaviors of the mass and the degree of localization by 
means of the variances of the field as the pinning effect becomes smaller 
were established by Bolthausen and Velenik [9]. The basic assumption 
in our paper (W2) on the potential W(r) unfortunately excludes the 
potential U of square well type given in (1.5). 

When U(r) = +oo for r < 0, we say that the hard wall is settled 
at the level ¢(x) = 0 or at DN. The ¢-field can take only non-negative 
values. To discuss the wetting transition for the '\7 cp interface model, 
the effects of the hard wall and the pinning near 0-level are introduced 
at the same time. Fisher [17] proved the existence of the wetting tran
sition, namely the qualitative change in the localization/ delocalization 
of the field depending on which of these two competitive effects dom
inate the other, when d = 1 for the SOS type discrete model. This 
result is extended by Caputo and Velenik [10] for d = 2. The precise 
path level behavior is discussed by Isozaki and Yoshida [21] when d = 1. 
Bolthausen et al. [7] showed that, contrarily when d z 3, no transition 
occurs and the field is always localized, i.e. only the phase of partial 
wetting appears. Note that the field on a hard wall is delocalized for all 
dimensions d if there is no pinning effect, i.e. U = 0 for r z 0. The lat
ter property is called entropic repulsion. Bolthausen and Ioffe [8] proved 
the law of large numbers in the partial wetting phase in 2-dimension 
(i.e. d = 2) under the Gibbs measures with 0-boundary conditions, hard 
wall, 8-pinning and quadratic V conditioned that the macroscopic total 
volume of the interfaces is kept constant. They derived the so-called 
Winterbottom shape in the limit and the variational problem charac
terizing it. The !-dimensional case with general V was discussed by De 
Coninck et al. [11]. 

Our model only takes a special class of self potentials, in particular 
satisfying the condition (W2), into account and neglects the effect of the 
hard wall. Since the field can take negative values and the potential U 
has no strong singularity like hard wall, the situation becomes mild in 
a sense. On the other hand, this makes us possible to discuss the corre
sponding dynamics without making much effort, which will. be discussed 
elsewhere; see also [23] for dynamics with general boundary conditions 
when U = 0. 

Organization of the paper. 

In Section 2, the model is introduced in more precise way and the 
main results are stated. The proof of the large deviation principle is 
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reduced to the case of U = 0 in Section 3, since the potential U can be 
treated as a rather simple perturbation. The large deviation principle 
for general boundary conditions without the self potential U is proved in 
Sections 4 and 5. The case with 0-boundary conditions without U was 
discussed by Deuschel et al. [13]. Our main effort is therefore made for 
the treatment of the general boundary conditions. By a simple shift the 
problem can be reduced to the 0-boundary case, however with bond
depending interaction potentials. Finally, in Section 6, we prove the 
large deviation principle for 8-pinning case when d = 1 and Gaussian 
potential. 

§2. Model and Results 

Model and basic assumptions. 

Recall that a bounded domain D in ~d with piecewise Lipschitz 
boundary is given and microscopic regions D N' D N and a+ D N' N E z+ 
in zd are defined from D. For a configuration</>= {</>(x);x E DN} E 
~DN of the random interface on DN and microscopic boundary condition 
'1/J = {'1/J(x);x E a+DN} E ~a+vN, </>V't/J represents that on DN which 
coincides with </> on D N and '¢ on a+ D N. For every A c zd' A* denotes 
the set of all directed bonds b = (x, y) in A, which are directed from 
y to x. We write Xb = x, Yb = y for b = (x, y). For each b E (zd)* 
and</>= {</>(x);x E zd}, define '\l<f>(b) = </>(xb)- <f>(Yb)· We also define 
'\lj</>(x) = <f>(x + ej)- <f>(x), 1 :::; j :::; d for x E zd where ej E zd is the 
j-th unit vector. '\l<f>(x) = {'\lj</>(x)h~i:~d denotes vector field of height 
differences of ¢. 

The Hamiltonian on DN with boundary condition'¢ is defined by 

H't(<f>) = ~ L V('\l(<f> V '1/J)(b)), </> E ~DN. 
bEDN• 

Note that this coincides with the first term of (1.1). For the interaction 
potential V, we assume the following conditions: 

(V1) v E C2 (~), 
(V2) V(17) = V( -17) for every 17 E ~' 
(V3) there exist c_ , c+ > 0 such that c_ :::; V 11 ( 17) :::; q for every 17 E R 

Next, let U : D x ~ ~ ~be a self potential which has an effect attracting 
the interface </> to the negative or positive side. We consider the case 
that U is decomposed as U(O, r) = Q(O)W(r), where Q : D ~ [0, oo), 
W : ~ ~ ~ and assume the following conditions: 
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(Q1) Q is non-negative, bounded and piecewise continuous, 
(W1) W is measurable, 
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(W2) there exist a, f3 E ~such that limr-++oo W(r) =a, limr-+-oo W(r) 
= f3 and a 1\ f3:::; W(r) :::; a V f3 for every r E ~(in particular, W 
is bounded). 

Then, H''fr'u (¢) = H'/.(¢) + ExEDN U(-N, ¢(x)) is the Hamiltonian (1.1) 
on D N with boundary condition '1/J and self potential U. The corre
sponding finite volume Gibbs measure p,'j;u on DN is defined by (1.2). 
We shall denote p,'J/0 by p,'fv. In the Gaussian case i.e. V(17) = !112 and 

U = 0, we shall denote it by p,'j;*. 
ForgE c=(~d), define H:(D) ={hE H 1 (D); h- g IDE HJ(D)}. 

The function glaD will be the macroscopic boundary condition. We as
sume the following conditions for the corresponding microscopic bound
ary condition '1/J E ~a+ D N. 

('1/;1) ma:x: 1'1/J(x)l:::; CN, 
xEa+DN 

('1/;2) E 1'1/J(x)- Ng(N )IPo:::; CNd for some C > 0 and Po> 2. 
xEa+DN 

Remark 2.1. Since 8D is piecewise Lipschitz and g IDE C00 (D), 
by Theorem 8. 7 and Theorem 8. 9 of [27], there exists a continuous linear 
trace operator T0 : H 1(D) ~ H! (8D) such that Tou = u laD for every 
u E c=(fJ) and it holds that H:(D) ={hE H 1 (D);Toh =glaD}. 

Scaling and polilinear interpolation. 

Our scaled random interface {hN (0); 0 ED} is defined by polilinear 
interpolation of the macroscopically scaled height variables i.e. hN ( 0) = 
it<P(x) for 0 = -N, x EDN and 

d 

(2.1) hN(O) = 2: [II (>.i{NOi} 
>-E{O,l}d i=l 

+ (1- .>.i)(1- {NOi}))] hNeNOt+ .>,), 

for general 0 ED, where[·] and{·} denote the integral and the fractional 
parts, respectively, see (1.17) of [13]. We also define the scaled profile 
{hN(O);O E D} by step function i.e. }iN(O) = -it¢([NO]) for 0 E D. 
Similarly, for each scalar lattice field { u( N); x E D N}, we will define 
{uN(O);O ED} by uN(O) = u(N) for 0 = N' x E DN and by (2.1) for 

general 0 ED and {uN(O);O ED} by uN(O) = u([~]) for 0 ED. Also, 
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given a continuous function f(8) of 8 ED, we will define {IN (8); 8 ED} 
and {fN(8);8 ED} from scalar lattice field {f(:N);x E DN} as above. 
Using Jensen's inequality and elementary estimates, we can see that for 
each p > 1, there exists a constant C 0 = C0 (d,p) > 0 such that 

for every scalar lattice field { u( N); x E D N}. 

LDP in the case with weak self potentials. 

Now we are in the position to state the main result of this paper. 
The (normalized) surface tension with tilt u E JR.d is defined by 

(2.3) 
1 z"'"' 

a( u) = - lim Nd log z~N ' 
N-+oo AN 

where zt is a partition function for J-Lt(= J-LX~) on AN= [1, N -1]dn 
7!} and 1/Ju(x) = u·x, x E AN represents the u-tilted boundary condition 
( cf. [13], [18]). For h E H 1 (D), define surface free energy (integrated 
surface tension) 

~(h)= L a("Vh(8))d8. 

Theorem 2.1. The family of random surfaces {hN (8); 8 E D} 
distributed under J-£'/Ju satisfies the large deviation principle (LDP) on 
IT.}(D) with speed Nd and the rate functional JU(h), that is, for every 
closed set C and open set 0 ofiT.}(D) we have that 

(2.4) lim sup N1 d log J-£'/Ju (hN E C) :::; - inf Iu (h), 
N-+oo hEC 

(2.5) liminf N1 d logJ-L'/Ju (hN E 0) 2::- inf Iu (h). 
N-+oo hEO 

The functional JU (h) is given by 

otherwise, 
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where inf I:u = inf{I:u(h);h E H~(D)} and 
H~(D) 

L:u (h)= L:(h)+a L Q(8)1(h(8) > O)d(} + (3 L Q(8)1(h(8) < O)d(} 

+(a 1\ (3) L Q(8)1(h(8) = O)dB. 

Remark 2.2. By the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see (3.8) below), ifU 
is given by U(B, r) = QW(r) for some constant Q ~ 0 and W(r) satisfies 
the condition (W2) with (a, (3) = (0, -A) or (-A, 0) for some A~ 0 so 
that -A :S W(r) :S 0 for every r E IR, then it holds that 

1 zO,U 

-AQ =- lim -log~ 
N---+oo Nd z~N' 

(2.6) 

where the right hand side represents the difference of the free energies 
of the interface in the case with self potential and in the case without 
self potential. In this sense, L:u (h) above represents macroscopic total 
surface energy of the profile h; see also Remark 3.1 below. 

As a corollary of the upper bound (2.4) in Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
the following law of large numbers for {hN(8);8 ED} under J.L'f,t. 

Corollary 2.1. If L:u has a unique minimizer h in H~(D), then 

the law of large numbers holds under J.L 'J,;u, namely, 

,P U N -
lim f..LN (llh - hi!JL2(D) > 8) = 0, 

N---+oo 

for every 8 > 0. 

Remark 2.3. (Free boundary problems) !fa= a(u) is smooth 
enough (i.e. a E C 2''(1Rd),/' > 0) and if the free boundary 8{h > 
0} of the minimizer h of L:u is locally C2 , then h satisfies the Eu
ler equation div {V'a(V'h)} = 0 in D \ 8{h > 0} and the condition 
w(V'h+)- w(V'h-) = AQ on the free boundary D n 8{h > 0}, where 
w(u) = u · V'a(u)- a(u) and A= (a V (3)- (a 1\ (3). The Lipschitz con
tinuity of the minimizer h and the regularity of its free boundary were 
studied by [1], [2], [26] and others. In our case, for the regularity of the 
surface tension, a E C1,1 (JRd) is only known in general, see [18]. 

LDP for 6-pinning in one dimension. 

The Gibbs measure with 8-pinning corresponds to the weak limit 
of the square-well pinning measure J.L't;w with W(r) = -b1{1ri:Sa} as 
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a l 0, b ---t oo by keeping 2a( eb- 1) = eJ for J E lR and has the following 
representation: 

We regard p,'fJJ E P(JRDN) by considering 4>(x) = '1/J(x) for X E a+ DN 
as before. 

We study the large deviation principle for { h N ( 0); 0 E D} under 
p,'fJJ when d = 1 andwith Gaussian potential i.e. V(17) = ~772 • Let D = 
(0, 1), DN = [1, N -1] n Z and take the boundary condition '¢(0) =aN 
and '1/J ( N) = bN, a, b E JR. We shall denote p, '/JJ, z'f/, p, 't and zt as 

a,b,J za,b,J a,b d za,b t" 1 D fi 1-tN , N , 1-tN an N , respec 1ve y. e ne 

Wa,b(D) ={hE C([O, 1]; JR); h(O) =a, h(1) = b}, 

H~,b(D) ={hE Wa,b(D); his absolutely continuous and h' E H.}(D)}. 

The space Wa,b(D) is endowed with the topology determined by the 
sup-norm ll·lloo· Then, we have the following LDP. 

Theorem 2.2. Assume that d = 1 and V( 17) = ~772 • Then the 

family of random surfaces {hN(O);O ED} distributed under p,';Jb,J sat
isfies the large deviation principle on Wa,b(D) {i.e. the upper and lower 
bounds for closed and open subsets of Wa,b(D), respectively) with speed 
N and the rate functional given by 

where 

and 

(2.7) 

{
EJ(h)- inf EJ if hE H~ b(D), 

IJ (h) = H~,b(D) , 

+oo otherwise, 

EJ (h)=~ [
1 

(h') 2 (0)d0 + T(J)I{O ED; h(O) = 0}1, 
2 Jo 

1 zO,O,J 

T(J) =- lim N log ~ 0 , N-+oo ZrJ 

note that I · I stands for the Lebesgue measure. 

Remark 2.4. The function T( J) is the so-called pinning free en
ergy. By the proof of Theorem 2.2 and Remark 6.1 below, one can see 
that the limit exists and T( J) < 0 for every J E JR. 
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§3. Proof of Theorem 2.1: LDP with Self Potentials 

LDP without self potentials. 

This section reduces the proof of Theorem 2.1 to the LDP for p,'J:.(= 
p, 'J/), i.e. the Gibbs measure without self potential. The case where the 
boundary condition 'lj; = 0 was studied in [13]. 

Proposition 3.1. The family of random surfaces {hN (0); 0 ED} 
distributed under p,'j:. satisfies the large deviation principle on ][}(D) with 
speed Nd and the rate functional given by 

{
:E(h) - inf :E 

I(h) = H~(D) 

+oo otherwise. 

Treatment of boundary conditions. 

One of the key observations for the proof of Proposition 3.1 is the 
following trivial identity: 

{3.1) 'V(¢ V '!j;)(b) = 'V((¢- ~) v O)(b) + 'V(~ v 1/J)(b), 

for every e = {e(x);x E DN} and bE DN*· Now take~ as e(x) = 
N g.( N) for x E D N (and for x E D N; recall g E coo (Rd)) and define 

iitC¢) = ~ L: vcvc¢ v o)(b) +vee v 1/J)(b)). 
bEDN• 

Consider the finite volume Gibbs measure with Hamiltonian iit(¢) and 
0-boundary condition: 

Then the following LDP holds for p,'j:.. 
Proposition 3.2. The family of random surfaces {hN (0); 0 ED} 

distributed under p,'j:. satisfies the large deviation principle on li...2 (D) with 
speed Nd and the rate functional given by 

_ {~(h)- inf ~ 
I(h) = HJ(D) 

+oo 

if hE HJ(D), 

otherwise, 
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where 

I:(h) = l a(Vh(B) + Vg(B))dB. 

We shall prove this proposition in Sections 4 and 5. 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. Consider the continuous map <1?9 : JL2 (D) 
-+ JL2 (D) given by <P 9 (h) = h +g. It is easy to see that 

I(h) = inf{J(h); hE JL2 (D), <P 9 (h) = h }. 

Then by definitions of p,'fv, il'fv and (3.1), Proposition 3.1 follows from 
the contraction principle (cf. [25], [14] and [12, Theorem 4.2.1]) and 
Proposition 3.2. Q.E.D. 

Deduction of Theorem 2.1 from Proposition 3.1. 

We shall prove Theorem 2.1 assuming that Proposition 3.2 and 
therefore Proposition 3.1 are shown. We only consider the case where 
a;::: (3. The case where a::::; (3 can be proved completely in an analogous 
manner or by turning the interfaces upside down by the map ¢ f---+ -¢ 
and 'lj; f---+ -'lj;. The pinning potential U(B,r) = Q(B)W(r) which sat
isfies the conditions (W1) and (W2) with a ;::: (3 can be rewritten as 

U(B, r) = Q(B)a + Q(B)W(r) and W(r) satisfies conditions (W1) and 

(W2)' there exists A;::: 0 such that limr-++oo W(r) = 0, limr-+-oo W(r) 
=-A and -A::::; W(r)::::; 0 for every r E JR, 

with A = a- (3. Since the contribution of the first term Q(B)a in 
exp{ -H't'u (¢)}of p,'fJu cancels with the normalization factor, we only 
have to consider the case that W satisfies the conditions (W1) and (W2)'. 

The following lemma allows us to replace the self potential part 
of the Hamiltonian by the integration of - AQ on the domain where 
g E JL2 (D) is non-positive when the macroscopically scaled profile hN 
is close enough to g. Note that g here represents a general function in 
JL2 (D) and not the macroscopic boundary condition. 

Lemma 3.1. Assume the conditions (Q1), (W1) and (W2)' on 
U(B, r) = Q(B)W(r). Let g E JL2 (D) and 0 < 8 < 1 be fixed. If hN E 
Bz(g,8) ={hE lL2 (D); llh-giiJL2(D) < 8} for N large enough, then there 
exists some constant C > 0 such that 

L U(~,¢(x)) +NdA J Q(B)1(g(B)::::; -8!)dB::::; CNd8, 
xEDN D 

for every N large enough. 
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Proof There exists an approximating sequence {gk}k> 1 C C(D) of 
g E ll}(D) such that Jlgk- giiL2(D) ---+ 0 ask---+ oo. Recall-that one can 
define gf: (polilinear functions) and gf: (step functions) for 9k E C(D). 
Now, by (2.2), it holds that 

-N N 
llh - Yllv(n) :::; Cllh - Yllv(D) + aN,k, 

for every k ~ 1, where 

aN,k = (C + l)llg- 9kllv(D) + CJigk- gf:IIL2(D) + IIYk- gf:IIL2(D), 

which goes to 0 as N ---+ oo and k ---+ oo. Hence, 

(3.2) 

if hN E B2 (g, 8). The positive constants C in the estimates may change 
from line to line in the paper. 

Now, for 1 > 0, we rewrite 

L U(~,</>(x))+NdA r Q(O)l(g(O):::; -!)dO 
xEDN ln 

= Nd l (W(NhN(O)) + Al(g(O):::; -'Y))Q(O)dO 

+{ z:: Q(~)w(NhN(~))-Nd r w(NhN(o))Q(o)do} 
xEDN ln 

=81+82. 

For 811 we divide the integration on D into the sum of those on three 
domains {g > -1}(= {0 E D;g(O) > -1}), {g :::; -1} n C'fv,7 and 

{g:::; -'Y}nCNm where eN,"(== {lfiN -gl < 'Y/2} and C'N,"( = D\CN,"(· 
The integration on {g > -1} is non-positive, because Q ~ 0, W :::; 0 
and Al(g(O) :::; -1) = 0 on this domain. Next, since (3.2) implies 
IC'fv,7 1 <:?(Co+ aN,k)2 , we obtain 

where K = 4(11WIIoo +A). On {g :::; -1} n CNm we have fiN(O) < 
-'Y/2. By this fact and the assumption (W2)', I W(NfiN(O))+Al(g(O):::; 
-1) I:::; 8 holds for N large enough and we see that 

r 1 w(NfiN (o)) + Al(g(o) :::; -,) 1 do :::; o1n1. 
}{g~-'Y }nCN,-y 
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Therefore, we obtain 

for N large enough, every k;::: 1 and '"Y > 0. For S2 , we have 

where O(Nd-l) is the boundary term. Finally, taking '"Y = 81 and N, k 
large enough, we complete the proof. Q.E.D. 

Under the condition (W2)1, the rate functional ~u (h) has the form 

(3.3) ~u (h)= ~(h)- A l Q(0)1(h(O):::; O)dO, 

which coincides with (1.4), and enjoys the following properties. 

Lemma 3.2. (1) The functional ~u(h) is lower semi-continuous 
on JI.}(D). 
(2) Let~f!.(h) be the functional defined by (3.3) with l(h(O) :S 0) replaced 
by l(h(O) < 0). Then, for every open set 0 ofll.}(D), we have that 

inf ~u(h) = inf ~f!.(h). 
hEO hEO 

Proof. (1) Decomposing D into two domains C'""~ = {ih- gl < '"Y} 
and C~, in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 3.1, one can prove that 

r Q(O)l(h(O):::; O)d(}:::; r Q(0)1(g(O):::; "!)de+ IIQIIoo 8:' JD JD "f 

for every '"Y > 0 if h E B 2 (g, 8). By this inequality and the property 
(strict convexity) of the surface tension (cf. [13, Lemma 3.6]): 

1 I 12 ( 1 2 (3.4) 2c_ v- u :::; a v)- a(u)- (v- u) · (V'a)(u):::; 2c+lv- ui , 

for every u,v E JRd, it is easy to see the lower semi-continuity of ~u(h) 
on JI.}(D). 
(2) Since ~u (h) :S ~f!.(h) is obvious for every hE JI.}(D), the conclusion 
follows once we can show that 

(3.5) 
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To this end, for every E > 0, take h E 0 such that zY (h) ~ inf 0 :Eu +E. 

We approximate such h by a sequence {hn}n;::1 defined by hn(O) = 
h(O) - r(o), where r E C0 (D) are functions such that r(O) := ~ 
on Dn = {0 E D;dist (0,8D) ~ ~}and IV'r(O)I ~ C with C > 0. 
Note that hn satisfy the same boundary condition as h. Then, since 
limn-->oo :E(hn) = :E(h) (recall hE H~(D)) and 

-A { Q(0)1(hn(O) < O)dO ~-A { Q(0)1(h(O) <]:_)dO 
jD jDn n 

~ -A fv Q(0)1(h(O) ~ O)dO + AIIQIIooiD \ Dnl, 

we obtain lim supn-->oo :E~ (h n) ~ :Eu (h). However, 0 is an open set of 
JV(D), so that hn E 0 for n large enough and thus (3.5) is shown. 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Step1 (lower bound). Let g E ll.}(D) and 
o > 0. Then, by Lemma 3.1 and the LDP lower bound for 11t (Propo
sition 3.1), we have 

1 z,P,u 
liminf Nd log N,p tJ'JJu(hN E B 2 (g,o)) 
N-->oo ZN 

~- inf I(h) +A { Q(0)1(g(O) ~ -o!)dO- Co 
hEB2(g,t5) j D 

~ -{I(g)- A fv Q(0)1(g(O) ~ -o!)dO}- Co. 

Take now an arbitrary open set 0 of ll.}(D). Then, 

1 z,P,u 
liminf -log ___!:L_tJ'f,;u (hN E 0) 
N-->oo Nd z,P 

N 

~ -{I(h)- A fv Q(0)1(h(O) ~ -o!)dO}- Co 

for every h E 0 and 0 > 0 such that B2(h, o) C 0. Letting o l 0, since 
hE 0 is arbitrary, we have 

(3.6) 
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However, by Lemma 3.2-(2), one can replace 1(h(O) < 0) with 1(h(O) ::; 
0) in the right hand side of (3.6). 
Step2 (upper bouncl). Let 9 E ll.}(D) and 8 > 0 be fixed. We define 

Lf.r = N{O E D; 9(0) > 8~} n zd, 
L"N = N{O E D; 9(0) < -8~} n zd, 
IN= N{O ED; l9(0)J::; 8~} nzd. 

By the assumption (W2)1 on W, for every c: > 0 there exists K = K 15 > 0 
such that W(r) :2: -(A- c:)1{r::;K} - c: for every r E R Therefore, we 
have 

exp{- L U(~,¢(x))} 
xEDN 

::; exp{(A- c:) L Q(~)1(¢(x)::; K) + c: L Q(~)} 
xEDN xEDN 

= exp{c: L Q(~)} L II (eCA-r;)Q(:N) -1)1(¢(x)::; K). 
xEDN ACDN xEA 

Now, if ¢(x) ::; K for x E Lf.r, then -tJ¢(x)- 9(N) < -~8~ for N large 
enough. Thus, if ¢(x)::; K for every x E A C Lf.r on {hN E B2 (9,8)}, 
since JiliN- 9NIIJL2(D) < J0 (8 + 119- 9NIIJL2(D)), we have for N large 
enough 

namely, IAI < 8C018Nd, where C0 > 0 is the constant appeared in (2.2). 
Combining these facts 

z.P,u 
exp{-c: L Q(~)} N'I/J 11'/.;u(hN E B2 (9,8)) 

xEDN ZN 

< L II (eCA-r;)Q(:N) -1) L II (eCA-r;)Q(:N) -1) 
AcLt xEA A'ClNUL"N xEA' 

IAI<8C(J 1 6Nd 

x ~ J 1(hN E B2(9, 8))1(¢(x) ::; K for every x E AU A') 
ZN . 

x exp{ -H%(¢)} II d¢(x) 
xEDN 
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:::; (eCA-e)IIQII"' -'- 1)sc.;-loNd I {A c Lj:.; IAI < 8Co18Nd} I 

xexp{(A-c) L Q(~)}~-t't(hNEB2 (g,8)). 
xEINUL"N 

By using Stirling's formula, we see that 

I {A c L+ ·IAI < sc-18Nd} I< (CNd)sc.;-loNd 
N> o - (8Co 18Nd)! 

:::; ~ Nd( ~ )coNd (1 + o(1)) 
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as N --t oo, for some constant C > 0 independent of N and 8. Hence, by 
the LDP upper bound for the measure ~-t't (Proposition 3.1), we obtain 

1 z"'·u 
limsup Nd log~J-t'J;u(hN E B2 (g,8)) 

N->oo ZN 

:::; (A- c) l Q(0)1(g(O):::; 8!)d0 

- !nf I(h) + C(8) + c { Q(O)dO, 
hEB2(g,o) j D 

where C(8) is a constant independent of Nand goes to 0 as 8 --t 0. Then, 
by using the lower semi-continuity of I(h) and the right-continuity of 
fv Q(0)1(g(O):::; 8!)d0 in 8, we see that for every g E ll.}(D) and c > 0, 
there exists 8 > 0 small enough such that 

1 z"'·u 
lim sup Nd log N..p ~-t'flu (hN E B2 (g, 8)) 

N->oo ZN 

:::; -{ I(g)- A l Q(0)1(g(O) :::; O)dO} +c. 

Therefore, the standard argument in the theory of LDP yields 

1 z"'·u 
lim sup d log ___!:!_J-t'fju (hN E C) 
N->oo N zt (3.7) 

:::; - inf {I(h)- A { Q(0)1(h(O):::; O)dO}, 
hEC lv 

for every compact set C of ll..?(D). Since U is bounded, exponential 
tightness for ~-t'flu can be proved in a similar way to those for ~-t't which 
will be proved in Section 4 (see Remark 4.1 below). Thus, (3.7) holds 
for every closed set C of ][} (D). 
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Finally, taking 0 = C = IL2 (D) in (3.6) (recall the remark subse
quent to the estimate) and (3.7), we see that 

1 z..P,u 
lim - log ___!!.__ = - inf ~u + inf ~ 

N-+co Nd zt H~(D) H~(D) ' 
(3.8) 

and this concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.1. As we mentioned in Remark 2.2, if U is given by 
U(B,r) = QW(r) for some constant Q?: 0 and W(r) (or W(-r)) satis
fying the condition (W2)', then (3.8} with DN =AN yields the difference 
of the free energies of the interface in the case with and without self po
tentials, see (2.6}. This can also be proved in the following way under 
the condition (W2)': for every c E (0, A) there exists K = K~; > 0 such 
that W(r) :$-(A- c)1{r:-::;-K} for every r E R Therefore, we have 

zO,U 

z~·N = Ett1N [exp{ -Q L W(¢(x))}] 
AN xEAN 

?:Ett1N[exp{(A-c)Q L 1(¢(x):$-K)}] 

where AN,~;= {x E AN;dist(x,A]v) 2: eN}. However, [6, Proposition 
2.1] shows that the probability in the last line is bounded below by 

exp{ -CNd-2 logN(1 + o(1)) }, 

as N ---+ oo for some constant C > 0 independent of N. This implies 

1 zO,U 

liminf Nd log z~N 2: AQ. 
N-+co AN 

The opposite inequality is obvious, since W(r) ?: -A. 

§4. Proof of Proposition 3.2: LDP without Self Potentials 

Convergence of average profiles. 

In this section, the proof of Proposition 3.2 will be given assuming 
the convergence of average profiles (Lemma 4.1). We shall follow the 
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strategy of [13]. The only difference is that the Dirichlet boundary data 
g lav is given from g E C 00 (lRd) in our case, while [13] treated the case 
of g = 0. For f E Cg<>(D), set 

and consider the following two Gibbs probability measures: 

having the different boundary conditions ¢(x) = '1/J(x) and ¢(x) = 0 for 
x E a+ DN, respectively; recall that'¢ and g satisfy the conditions ('¢1), 
('¢2). We write the averages of the profile hN defined by (2.1) under 

'lj; -,P -.p .p N -.p -.P N 
1-LN,J and 1-LN,J as hN,J(O) = E~-'N,t[h (B)] and hN,J(O) = E~-'N,t[h (0)], 
respectively. For f E ll.}(D), hf denotes the unique weak solution h = 
h(O) in HJ(D) of the following elliptic partial differential equation: 

div{(V'a)(V'h(O) + V'g(O))} =- f(O), 0 ED. 

The crucial step in the proof of Proposition 3.2 is the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. 

-.p 1 
hN,f ---t hf in H 0 (D) as N ---t oo. 

We shall prove this lemma in Section 5. Next, define 

Then, in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [13] , by calculating 
the functional derivative of~ (h) and using the differentiation-integration 
trick (i.e. computing ft log zt,tf and integrating it in t E [0, 1]), Lemma 
4.1 yields the following lemma. The proof is omitted. 
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Lemma 4.2. 

holds that 

A (f) 

T. Funaki and H. Sakagawa 

The limit A (f) = lim #r log st f exists and it 
N-+CXJ , 

l11 
htJ(B)f(B)dtdB, 

sup { (h,J)- ~(h)}+ inf ~, 
hEHJ(D) HJ(D) 

= (hJ,f)-~(hj)+ inf ~, 
HJ(D) 

where (h, f) = fv h(B)f(B)dB. 

Exponential tightness. 

For the proof of the LDP upper bound in Proposition 3.2, we prepare 
the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3. There exists c: > 0 such that 

where for a scalar lattice field {u(-N);x E DN}, VNu(w) = 

{V.f u( N) h:o:;j:<:;d denotes a discrete gradient of u defined by v.f u( N) = 

N { u( "'~3 ) - u( N)}, 1 ~ j ~ d. 

Proof. Since D is bounded, by discrete Poincare's inequality and 
the definition of h N, we only have to prove that there exists c: > 0 such 
that 

However, this is shown by a simple direct computation. Indeed, by the 
strict convexity of V, it is easy to see that 

~c_H~*(<I>)- ~c- L (v(e v 'l/l)(b)) 2 

bEDN* 
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where HJ.i*(<P) = ~ E ('V(</J V O)(b)}2 . Therefore, the expectation in 
bEDN* 

( 4.1) is bounded above by 

exp{ (i + c;) L I'V(~ V 1/l)(bW} 
bEDN* 

J exp{ (4c- ci )HJ.i*(<P) + -k E f(:N- )<P(x)} n d</J(x) 
X----~----~----~---xE~D~N~----~-x~E_D~N __ __ 

J exp{ -2c+HJ.i*(<P) + -k E f(:N- )<jJ(x)} n d</J(x) 
xEDN xEDN 

A simple Gaussian calculation yields 

J exp{ -aHJ.i*(<jJ) + ~ L f(~)</J(x)} IT d</J(x) 
xEDN xEDN 

2n ~ 1 
= (-;--) 2 Jdet(-~DN)exp{ 2aN2 VN,J}, 

for every a > 0, where ~DN is a discrete Laplacian on DN with 0-
boundary condition, 

VN,J = (!(~), (-~vN)-1 f(~))DN = Varl'~· ( L f(~)</J(x)), 
xEDN 

and ( . ' . )DN denotes l2 (DN)-scalar product. Therefore, for every 
0 < c < kc_, we obtain 

logEil't,, [exp{c L I'V</J(bW}] 
bEDN* 

1 
:::; CIDNI + c N2 VN,J + c L I'V(~ v 1/l)(b)l2 , 

bEDN* 

for some C = Ce > 0 independent of N. However, VN,J = O(Nd+2) 
( cf. [13, Lemma 2.8]) and 

bEDN* 

as N --+ oo by recalling the assumption on 1/1 and that ~( x) = N g( N} for 
X E DN with g lvE c=(tJ). This concludes the proof of (4.1). Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. 

Proof of Proposition 3.2; upper bound. For every f E C0 (D) and 
measurable set£ ofli.}(D), Chebyshev's inequality shows 

(4.2) 

Noting that 

Nd(hN,f) ~ ~ L f(;)¢(x)+ ~2 IIY'flloo L l¢(x)l, 
xEDN xEDN 

and using Holder's inequality, the expectation in the right hand side of 
( 4.2) is bounded above by 

1 1 

Eiit[exp{~ L f(;)¢(x)}]"Eiit[exp{;2 11Vflloo L l¢(x)l}]" 
· xEDN xEDN 

=:If x If, 

for p, q > 1 satisfying * + ~ = 1. However, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply 

and 

lim N1d logif = ~A(pf), 
N-+oo p 

lim sup ~ log If ~ 0, 
N-+oo N 

respectively. Hence, we have 

limsup N1d logJtt(hN E £) ~- inf(h,f) + ~A(pf). 
N-+oo ~e p 

Now, by (3.4), we can prove the continuity of ht in HJ(D) with respect 
to f E JI}(D) (cf. [13, Section 3.5]). Therefore, by taking the limit p 11 
and infimum with respect to f E C0 (D), we obtain 

lim sup N1 d log Jtt(hN E £) ~ - sup inf { (h, f)- A(!)}. 
N-+oo /EO[j"(D) hE£ 

Then by using Lemma 4.2, mini-max the_orem (cf. [22, Appendix 2 
Lemma 3.2]) and duality lemma (cf. [12, Lemma 4.5.8]), the standard 
argument yields the LDP upper bound for every compact set oH}(D). 
This can be generalized for every closed set, since the exponential tight
ness of Jtt,J follows from Lemma 4.3. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 4.1. Since the potential U is bounded, by recalling (3.1) 
and the assumption on '1/J, we see that the estimate in Lemma 4.3 holds 
for p,'f;u in place of M't,t for some Eo > 0, which might be smaller than 
that in Lemma 4.3. In particular, the exponential tightness holds for 

1/;,U 
ILN . 

Proof of Proposition 3. 2; lower bound. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, it 
is easy to see that 

lim N1dH([L't 11[L't) = i(ht), 
N~oo ' 

where H(ji,'t 1 i[L't) = Eil'fv.J [log dfl~/ ] is the relative entropy of jl,'t f 
' dJ-LN ' 

with respect to jl,'t; see (5.4) in [13]. On the other hand, by Lemma 
4.1, Brascamp-Lieb inequality ( cf. [13, Lemma 2.8]) and the definition 

of h't 1, one can prove that lim Efl'fv,t[llhN- htlli2(D)J = 0 (cf. (1.39) 
' N~oo 

in [13]), and this implies lim jl,'t f (hN E 0) = 1 for every open set 
N---+oo ' 

0 C Jl}(D) satisfying ht E 0. Combining these two facts with the 
entropy inequality (cf. [14, Lemma 5.4.21]), we obtain 

liminf~logji,'t(hNE0)2:- inf J(ht). 
N->ex; N fECt'(D) 

s.t. hJEO 

However, we can prove by (3.4) that if htn ____, h in HJ(D) as n ____, oo 

for Un} C C0 (D) then J(htn) ____, J(h) as n ____, oo. This fact and 
the continuity of ht in HJ(D) with respect to f E ll}(D) yield that 

inf J(ht) = inf J(h) for every open set 0 C Jl}(D), which com-
fECt'(D) hEO 
s.t. h1EO 

pletes the proof of the LDP lower bound. Q.E.D. 

§5. Proof of Lemma 4.1: Convergence of Average Profiles 

Reduction to two lemmas (Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3). 

In this section we shall prove Lemma 4.1. The following lemma 
follows from (3.4) (cf. [13, Lemma 3.7]). 

Lemma 5.1. Let {hn}n?:l be a sequence of HJ(D) and define 

~t(h) 
=~(h)- (h, f). If lim ~t(hn) = inf ~f, then hn ____, ht in HJ(D) 

n->ex; HJ(D) 
as n ____, oo. 
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Also by (3.4), we have 

E1(q)- E1(h:j.J) 

~ fv ('Vq(B)- vii'f.u(B)) · ('Va)('VhfvJ(e) + 'Vg(B))de 

-l (q(B)- hfv,t(B))J(B)dB, 

for every q E C0 (D). Once we can prove that the right hand side 
goes to 0 as N----> oo for every q E C0 (D), we have lim Et(hfv 1) = 

N~oo ' 

inf L, 1. This combined with Lemma 5.1 completes the proof of Lemma 
H/)(D) 

4.1. Hence, all we have to prove are the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 5.2. For every q E C0 (D), 

lim f \lq(B) · ('Va)('Vhfv 1(0) + \lg(B))dB = f q(B)j(B)dB. 
N~=JD ' JD 

Lemma 5.3. 

J~= {/v 'VhfvJ(e) · ('Va)('Vlifv,~(e) + 'Vg(B))de 

-fv ii'fv,~(e)f(B)de} = o. 

For the proof of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we prepare several lemmas. 

A priori bounds. 

Lemma 5.4. There exists some p E (2,p0 ) such that 
-1/J -'lj; 

sup II'VhN 11hr..P(D) < oo and sup II'VhN 111LP(D) < oo, 
N?_l ' N?_l ' 

where p0 > 2 is the constant appearing in the condition ( 'lj;2). 

Proof. We first prove the uniform V' estimate for \1 h 't,r It is easy 
to see that 

(5.1) 

V'('VJ¢(x) + 'Vj(~ V 'lj;)(x)) 

- V' ('VJ¢(x)- Eil't,t ['VJ¢(x)] + \11 (~ v 'lj;)(x)) 
-<P 

= Ep,N.t ['VJC/l(x)] 

x 11 
V"('V1¢(x)- (1- t)Efl't.t['VJ¢(x)] + 'VJ(~ V 'lj;)(x))dt, 
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for every 1 :::; j :::; d and x E DN. For x E DN, define AN(x) 
{AN,i,j(x)h:::;i,j:5d and aN(x) = {aN,j(x)h:5i:5d by 

AN,j,j(x) = Eil't,t [11 V"('Vi<P(x)- (1- t)Eil't,t['Vj¢(x)] 

+ Y'j(~ V 7/J)(x) )dt J, 
AN,i,j(x) = 0 if i # j, 

aN,j(x) = Eil't,t [v'('Vi<P(x)- Eil't.J['\li<P(x)] +'Vi(~ v 7/J)(x)) J, 
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respectively. Then, taking divN{Eil't.t[ ·]}of the both sides of (5.1), 
we have 

divN{ AN(x)V'Nlit,~( ~)} 

= -divN{ aN(x)} + divN{ Eil't,t [v'('V¢(x) + 'V(~ v 7/J)(x))] }, 

where divNa is defined by divNa(x) = N E;=l (aj(x) -aj(X-ej)) for a 

vector lattice field a(x) = {aj(x)h:::;j:::;d, x E 'Z}. By calculating ~~~f 
and taking its expectation under Mt,f as in the proof of (1.55) of [13], 
we obtain 

(5.2) 

for every x E DN. By (3.1), the change of variable yields 

Therefore, {ht,tCN·)} satisfies the following discrete elliptic equation: 

for every x E DN. However, by the assumption on V, AN(x) satisfies 
the uniform ellipticity condition c_I:::; AN(x):::; c+J for every x E DN. 
Hence, by the proof of Lemma 3.4 of [13], we know that there exist some 
p > 2 and C < oo such that 

uniformly inN. Note that fit,! is endowed with 0-boundary condition. 
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Now, since V' is linearly growing, using the change of variable again, 
we have that 

for some C > 0. Then, l:xEDN laN(x)IPo = O(Nd) as N----+ oo follows 
from the Brascamp-Lieb inequality and the assumptions on '1/J as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.3. This proves the uniform liJ' estimate for 'i;:fh 'J.,f" 

The uniform liJ' estimate for V'h'J.,J follows from that for V'h'J.,J, 
the change of variable and the assumptions on '1/J. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 5.5. For every e E zd with lei = 1, we have 

Proof. We first prove (5.4) by following the argument for the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 of [13]. Define IN= {x E DN;dist(x,Zd\DN) ~ 2}, then 
the sum l:xEDN in (5.4) can be divided into l:xEIN and l:xEDN\IN" 

The boundary term l:xEDN\IN is o(Nd) as N----+ oo by Lemma 5.4 and 
Holder's inequality. For the interior term l:xEIN, the entropy argument 
(cf. [13, Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 3.2]) yields the desired result. Note 
that the variance of the field ¢(x) does not depend on the boundary 
condition '1/J under the Gaussian measure p,'fJ*. 

Next, we shall prove (5.3). The boundary term l:xEDN\IN is o(Nd) 
as before. For the interior term, by (3.1), the change of variable yields 

for every 1 :::; j :::; d and x E D N. The contribution from the first term 
is o(Nd) by (5.4), while that coming from the second term: l:xEIN 

I ve(x +e)- ve(x) J2 is also o(Nd). This is because e(x) = Ng(-N) and 
we have Y'je(x+e)- Y'je(x) = -kY'fY'~g(-k) for every 1:::; j:::; d and 
X E DN. Q.E.D. 
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Local equilibria. 

Next, let 

X {ryE JR(zd)*;ry = 'V¢ for some¢ E JR2d}, 

Xr {ryE X; L jry(bWe-2rlxbl < oo}, r > 0, 
bE(Zd)• 

QN(d()dry) = ~d L /5-N (d())JL'J;,~ 0 7;; 1 (dry), 
xEDN 

where M+(£) stands for the class of all non-negative measures on £, 
JL'J;,~ (dry) is the distribution of ry = 'V¢ on X under JL'J.,J and Tx :X---> X 
denotes the shift on 71} defined by (Txry)(b) = ry(b- x) forb E (Zd)*. 

We regard JL'J.,J E P(JR2 d) by considering ¢(x) = ~(x)(= g(f& )) for 

x E tzd\DN. We denote by JL':(dry), v = (vih<i<d E JRd the unique 'V¢
Gibbs measure on X which is translation invariant, ergodic and satisfies 

v . d v 
£1-'v [ry(b) 2 ] < oo for every b E (Z )* and £1-'v [ry(ei)] = vi for every 
1 :::; i :::; d ( cf. [18, Section 3]). 

In a similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.3 of [13], we can prove the 
following lemma. Note again that the variance does not depend on the 
boundary condition ~ under the Gaussian measure JL 'J;*. The proof is 
omitted. 

Lemma 5.6. For each r > 0 both the families of measures { QN} 
on D x Xr and {VN} on lRd X Xr are tight. Moreover, for every limit point 
Q of { QN}, there exists VQ E M+(D x JRd) such that Q is represented 
as 

Q(d()dry) = r VQ(d()dv)JL': (dry). 
JJRd 

Similarly, for each limit point V of {VN }, there exists vv E M+(JRdxJRd) 
such that V is represented as 

V(dvdry) = { vv(dvdu)JL;: (dry). 
JJRd 
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Now by Lemma 5.4, along some subsequence, {Vht,J(B)}N gener

ates the family of Young measures v(B, dv) E P(JRd) i.e. it holds that 

(5.6) lim { q(B)G(Vht 1(B))dB = { q(B)G(v)v(B, dv)dB. 
N-=~ ' ~X~ 

for every q E JL=(D) and G E C0 (1Rd) ( cf. [13, Section 4.3], [3]). Then, 
the following lemma holds. 

Lemma 5. 7. If the subsequence { N} is commonly taken, the lim
its vq and vv which appear in Lemma 5. 6 can be represented as 

(5.7) vq(dBdv) = v(B,dv- \i'g(B))dB, 

and 

(5.8) vv(dvdu) = 8v(du) l v(B, dv- \i'g(B))dB. 

Proof. By following the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of 
[13], we shall only prove (5. 7). The second equality (5.8) can be proved 
in a similar manner. For (5.7), it is enough to show that 

(5.9) { q(B)G(v)vq(dBdv) = { q(B)G(v + \i'g(B))v(B, dv)dB 
lvxJRd lvxJRd 

for every q E C0 (D) and G E Ct(IRd). In fact, since the ergodicity of 
p,;: implies 

"17 

G(v) = lim E 11v [G(Avzry)J, z-= 
where Avzry = (2l~I)d L:xEBz ry(x) E JRd, Bz = [-l, l]d n zd, we have by 
Lemma 5.6, 

{ q(B)G(v)vq(dBdv) 
J DxJRd 

l. l" 1 "'""'" (X) p,,P,"I7or-1[ ( )] = Im Im d ~ q - E N.J " G A v 1ry . 
l-=N-=N N 

xEDN 

If one can replace E11t·.~ or;;-
1 [G(Avzry)J with G(\i'Nht,J( N) + \i'N g( N)), 

then the right hand side is equal to 

. 1 "'""'" X ( N-1/J X N X J~=Nd ~ q(N)G \7 hN,J(N)+\7 g(N)) 
xEDN 

= { q(B)G(v + \i'g(B))v(B, dv)dB, J DxJRd 
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which implies (5.9). The last equality follows from Proposition 4.2 of 
[13], Lemma 5.5 and the fact that the equation (5.6) holds for G = 
G(v + 'V'g(B)) instead of G = G(v) by p.213 remark 3 of [3]. 

For the replacement above, we have 

I 1 '"' ( x ) .p,v -1 Nd LJ q N Ei.tN.t or., [G(Avzry)] 
xEDN 

- ~d L q(~)G('Y'Niit,f(~) + 'V'N g(~)) I 
xEDN 

~ 81 + 82 +83, 

where 

I 1 '"' ( x ) { .p,v -1 ( .P.V -1 ) } I 81 = Nd LJ q N El.tN.f 07"' [G(Avzry)]- G El.tN,J 07"' [Avzry] ' 
xEDN 

82 =I ~d L q(~){ G(E~.tXr'.~o-r; 1 [Avzryl)- G('Y'Nht,J(~))} I, 
xEDN 

83 =I ~d L q(~){G('Y'Nlit,f(~)) 
xEDN 

- G('Y'Niit,f(~) + 'V'N g(~))} I· 

In a similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [13], we can prove that 
8~, 82 ---+ 0 as N---+ oo, l---+ oo. Also by (5.5), 

83 = I ~d L q(~){ G('Y'Niit,~(~) + 'V'(( V 1/l)(x)) 
xEDN 

- G('Y'Niit,1 (~) + 'Y'((x))} I 

L llqllooii'Y'GIIooi'Y'(( V 1/l)(x)- 'Y'((x)l, 

where a-DN = {x E DN;dist(x,zd \ DN) = 1}. This goes to 0 as 
N---+ oo by the assumptions on 1/J. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. 

We are now in the position to prove Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. For every q E C(f(D), by (5.2) and summa
tion by parts, we have 

Now by the definition of QN, Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and the property of the 
surface tension g:;: (v) = EP-": [V'(V'A>(O))] for every 1 :::; i ::=; d (cf. [18, 
Theorem 3.4 (iii)]), we obtain 

f q(O)f(O)dO = f V'q(O) ·Ell-': [V'(V'</>(O))]vQ(dOdv) 
lv lvxx 

= f V'q(O) · (V'a)(v + \lg(O))i/(0, dv)dO J DxR.d 

= lim f \lq(O) · (\la)("Vhtf(O) + \lg(O))dO, N-oo}D , 

Note that we can apply (5.6) for G = G(v, 0) = (\la)(v+ \lg(O)) instead 
of G = G(v) by p.213 remark 3 of [3] and the property of the surface 
tension l(\la)(u)l:::; c(1 +lui) (cf. [18, Theorem 3.4 (v)]). 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. By (5.2), summation by parts and (5.5), we 
have 

lim f ht f(O)f(O)dO 
N-oo}D ' 

= Ji!?oo ~d L \!Nht,J(~) · EP-;!';,J[V'(\1</>(x))] 
xEDN 

= J~oo ~d L \JNJit,J(~). EP-;!';.J[V'(\1</>(x))] 
xEDN 

-lim N1d "\l(~v,P)(x)·EP-t,J[V'(\1</>(x))] N-oo ~ 
xEDN 

Now, by the assumptions on V and'¢, it is easy to see that 

82 = Nli_![l00 ~d L \JN g( ~)·Ell-;!';,! [V'("V<f>(x))], 
xEDN 
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since ~(x) = N g(N ). Hence, by the proof of Lemma 5.2, we obtain 

S2 = lim { Y'g(8) · (V'u)(Y'h'f.r 1(8) + V'g(8))d8. 
N~=JD , 

Also, by Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and the property of the surface tension u, in 
a similar way to the proof of Lemma 5.2 we can prove that 

Therefore, the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 

§6. Proof of Theorem 2.2: LDP for 6-Pinning 

Schilder's theorem. 

Throughout this section, we assume that d = 1 and V(ry) = ~7]2 . We 
first notice that the large deviation principle holds for {hN (8); 8 E D} 
under 1-l;;/ on Wa,b(D). Recall that the space Wa,b(D) is endowed with 
the topology determined by the sup-norm. 

Lemma 6.1. For the family of distributions on the space Wa,b(D) 

under f.l~b of {hN (8); 8 ED}, the large deviation principle holds with a 

rate functional Ia,b(h) := :E(h)- ~(b-a)2 where I:( h)=~ J0\h'?(8)d8. 

Proof. Let w = { w(x); x E [0, N]} be the one-dimensional standard 
Brownian motion starting at 0 and set hN (8) := w(N8)jN, 8 E [0, 1]. 
Then, by Schilder's theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 5.1 of [25]), the large 
deviation principle holds for {hN}N on W 0 ={hE C([O, 1]; IR); h(O) = 0} 
with the rate function :E(h). Define¢= {¢(x);x E [O,N]} from was 

cp(x) = w(x)- xw(N)/N + (N -x)a+xb. Then, {¢(x); x E DN} is f.l~b
distributed. Set hN (8) = ¢(N8)/N, 8 E [0, 1], and consider a mapping 
<I> : h E Wo f---t h E Wa,b(D) defined by 

<I>(h)(8) = h(8)- 8h(1) + (1- 8)a + 8b. 

Then, <I> is continuous and hN = <I>(hN) holds. Therefore, by the con
traction principle, the large deviation principle holds for { hN} N with the 
rate functional 'E(h) = _ inf _ :E(h), which coincides with Ia,b(h). 

hEW0 :!P(h)=h 

The proof of lemma is completed by showing a super exponential esti
mate for the difference between hN and hN as in p.17 of [25]: For every 
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8 > 0, 

as N--+ =· Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Step1 (lower bound). Let 8 > 0 and g E 

Wa,b(D) which satisfies the condition: 

I {(;I E D; g( 0) = 0} I > 0 and there exist disjoint intervals 

(6.1) {IJh_s;1::;K, K <=such that 1{0 ED; g(O) = O}l = L;=1 1Ijl 

and g( 0) = 0 if (;I E UK JJ, J=l 
K · K+l · 

be fixed. Then, one can decompose D \ U1=1 11 = Uj=l V with dis-

joint intervals { £1 h::;):s;K +1· We define I:jy = N fJ n 7L, L~ = N LJ n 
z, IN = u:=l I:jy and LN = U~i1 L~. By expanding the product 

IlxEDN (eJ 8a(d¢(x)) + dcp(x)), we have 

where Boo(g, 8) ={hE Wa,b(D); llh- glloo < 8} and 11'J:.b is defined by 

a b( 1 { 1 "' - } f.li d¢) =~ exp -2 ~ V(\7(¢ V '1/J)(b)) 
ZA bEA* 

X II dcp(x) II 8;f;(x)(d¢(x)), 
xEA xEDN\A 
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and ~(x) = 1/J(x) if x E a+DN = {O,N} (i.e. ~(0) = aN,~(N) = bN), 
~(x) = 0 if x E DN \A. The constant Z~,b is for normalization. 

Now, write IN\ A= {xt,x2, ·· · ,xk}, 1::::; X1 < x2 < ·· · < Xk::::; 

N -I and define it= [l,xr-1] nz, l2 = [x1 + l,x2 -1] nz, ···, lk = 
[xk-1 + 1, Xk -1] nz, lk+l = [xk + 1, N -1] nz. Then, u;!i lj = LN UA 
and by the Markov property of the ¢-field, we have 

JL~'!uA(hN E Boo(g,o)) 2:: JL~'!uA( ~~ I ~</>(x)- g(~)l < ~8) 
xE U lj 

j=l 

for N large enough, where aj = a if j = 1, ai = 0 otherwise, bj = b 
if j = k + 1, bi = 0 otherwise. We definer= {1 ::::; j::::; k + I;li :J 
L}v for some 1 ::::; i ::::; K + 1} and rc = { 1 ::::; j ::::; k + 1} \ r. If j E rc, 
since g(f!t) = 0 for each x Elj, we have 

JL~i,bi (max I Nl </>(x)- g(Nx )I < _218) = JL~i,bi (max I Nl <f>(x)l < _218) 
3 xElj 3 xElj 

2:: 1- L JL?;0 (I</>(x)l 2:: ~oN). 
xElj 

However, it is easy to see that 

for some C > 0 and we obtain 

Next, for every closed interval F = [xF,YF] C [0, 1], define 

Boo(g, 8; F)= {hE C(F; IR); sup lh(O)- g(O)I < 8}, 
OEF 

Wa,b(F) ={hE C(F; IR); h(xF) =a, h(yF) = b}, 

H~,b(F) ={hE Wa,b(F); his absolutely continuous, h' E ll.}(F)}. 
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- l· 
We also define lj = N c [0, 1] for j E r. Then, by the LDP lower bound 

for J.L'l./ (Lemma 6.1), we know that 

for every c > 0 and N large enough, where 

I'll(h) = {Ep(h)- (b2i;t if hE ~~,b(F), 
+oo otherwise, 

and Ep(h) = ~ JF(h') 2 (B)dB for closed interval F C [0, 1]. Recall that 
E[o,1J(h) coincides with E(h). Therefore, we obtain 

Note that this estimate holds for every choice of A C IN and for every 
N large enough, since 1r1 ::::; K + 1 is independent of N. Also, simple 
calculation yields that 

Hence we obtain 

(6.2) 

for every c > 0 and N large enough. 
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00 (vf27f)N-1 
Now, we can exactly calculate that Z rJ = VN and this shows 

zO,O 
1 < LNUA < eaN 

- zO,O zO,O - ' 
LN A 

(6.3) 

for every A C IN, where aN = o(N). Note that LN consists of finite 
number of disjoint intervals of size O(N). By using (6.3), it is easy to 
see that 

(6.4) 

The sub-additivity argument (cf. [8, Section 4.3], [18, Appendix II]) and 

the fact that 11; I ----) I { e E D; g( B) = 0} I as N ----) 00 yield that the limit 
r(J) in (2.7) exists and it holds that 

1 zO,O,J 
lim -log I~ 0 = -r(J)I{B ED; g(B) = 0}1. 

N->oo N Z ' IN 
(6.5) 

Combining (6.4), (6.5) with (6.2), we obtain 

(6.6) 
1 za,b,J 

liminf N log ~JJ';.J-b,J (hN E Boo(g, 8)) 
N->oo z;.; 

2': -Ia,b(g)- r(J)I{B E D;g(B) = O}l 

:= -Ia,b;J(g), 

for every g E Wa,b(D) satisfying the condition (6.1) and 8 > 0. In the 
case that I{B E D;g(B) = O}l = 0, we have only to take the sum A= IN 
in (6.2) and the same inequality as above is obtained. 

However, for every open set 0 of Wa,b(D), we have that 

(6.7) inf r,b;J (g) = inf r,b;J (h), 
gE0:(6.1)' hEO 

where (6.1)' means the condition (6.1) or I{B E D; g(B) = O}l = 0. 
Indeed, since the left hand side of ( 6. 7) is larger than or equal to the 
right hand side, we may prove the reverse inequality only. To this end, 
for every E > 0, take h E 0 such that Ia,b;J (h) :::; info Ia,b;J + s; note 
that h E H~ b(D). Since 0 is open, one can find 8 > 0 such that 
Boo(h, 8) C d. Taking n 2': 1 such that IB1- Bzl :::; 1/n implies lh(Bl)
h(Bz)l < 8, divide the interval [0, 1] = U'k= 1:lk,.:lk = [(k-1)/n,k/n] and 
set .:J = Uk.:lk, the union of .:lk's on which h(B) -=/= 0. We now define 
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a function g = g(O), first on J, by g(O) = h(O). On Jc, starting at 
points in 8J, g(O) = h(O) up toO's such that h(O) = 0, and set g = 0 
otherwise. Then, g E B 00 (h, 8) C 0, Ia,b;J (g) :::; Ia,b;J (h) and g satisfies 
the condition (6.1)'. This proves (6.7). Therefore, from (6.6) and (6.7), 
we have 

(6.8) 
1 za,b,J 

liminf -log-N-J.La,b,J(hN E 0) 2:- inf Ia,b;J(h), 
N --+00 N za,b N hEO 

N 

for every open set 0 of Wa,b(D). 
Step2 (upper bound:). Let 8 > 0 and g E Wa,b(D) which satisfies the 
condition: 

for every 'Y > 0 small enough, there exist disjoint 

(6.9) intervals {Ij('Y)h::;j::;K, K < oo such that 

{0 ED; lg(O)I:::; 'Y} = u:l IJ('Y). 

K+l · be fixed. Then, one can write { 0 E D; lg( 0) I > 'Y} = uj=l v ('Y) for 

disjoint intervals {LJ('Y)h::;j::;K+l· We define Tfv = NIJ(8) n Z, L~ = 

NV(8) n Z,IN = U_f=1 It., and LN = U_f=~1 L~. Since J.La/(hN E 

B00 (g, 8)) = 0 for A C DN such that A 1J LN, we have 

za,b,J 
....l::!....__ ~~.a,b,J(hN E B (g 8)) 
za,b ,..,N 00 ' 

N 

Now, let IN \A= {x1,x2, · · · ,xk}, 1:::; x1 < x2 < · · · < Xk:::; N -1 
and define it, l2 , · • • , lk, lk+l and r in the same way as in the proof of 
lower bound. Then, by the Markov property of the ¢-field and the LDP 
upper bound for J.L~b (Lemma 6.1), we have 

II a· b· ( 1 1 ( X ) :::; J.L13 ' 3 max N¢ x)- g(N)I < 8 
jEr 3 xEli 
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::=;exp{-N(L _inf _ Jf.i,bi(h)-c:)} 
jErhEBco(g,28;1j) 3 

{ 1 ~ ~ } :::; exp -N( _inf E(h)- -(--=- + ---)- c:) , 
hEBco(g,2o) 2 lhl llk+ll 

h(O)=a,h(l)=b 

for every c: > 0 and N large enough. Then, in a similar way to the proof 
of lower bound, we can prove that 

1 za,b,J 
lim sup N log ~11-'l.J-b,J (hN E B 00 (g, 6)) 

N-+oo Z';j 
(6.10) 

:::; - _inf r·b(g)- r(J)I{(;I ED; lg(8)1 :::; 6}1, 
hEBco(g,2o) 

for every g E Wa,b(D) satisfying the condition (6.9) and 6 > 0. Note 
that IN is defined by N {(;I E D; lg( 8) I :::; 6} n Z in this case. 

By using (6.10), the right-continuity of I{ (;I E D; lg(8)1 :::; 6}1 in 6 
and the fact that the set of g E Wa,b(D) satisfying the condition (6.9) is 
dense in Wa,b(D), the similar argument to the proof of the upper bound 
of Theorem 2.1 yields that for every g E Wa,li(D) and c: > 0, there exists 
some 6 > 0 such that 

Since 11-'l.J-b,J can be written as the superposition of M'f\b, A C DN, expo
nential tightness for 11-'l.J-b,J follows from the similar argument as before 
and the standard argument yields 

(6.11) 
1 za,b,J 

limsup-log-N-11-a,b,J(hN E C)::=;- inf Ia,b;J(h), 
N N za,b N hEC -+oo N 

for every closed set C of Wa,b(D). The lower and upper bounds (6.8) 
and (6.11) conclude the proof. Q.E.D. 

Remark 6.1. By the proof above and [8, Lemma 2.3.1 (a)] (note 
that the argument given there can be extended to all d 2:: 1), we know 
that 

zO,O,J 
N 

zO,O 
N 

for some constant C > 0. Therefore, r(J) < 0 for every J E JR. 
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